
 

 
  

13 Topics to 

Discuss with 

Architects 
Keeping Data Real in an Unreal World 

What should Architects know? 
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13 Topics to 
Discuss with 
Architects 
Keeping Data Real in an Unreal World 

Know your Key Stakeholders and How They 
Use Data 
Knowing how your customers interface with data is key to building a 

successful model.  It’s not just in the model construction that this 

helps but also in what deliverables allow them to move forward in 

their roles.   

I need to explain a term here used in this document.  Issues during 

software development are classified.  One classification is “gated”.  

Any issue which has to be resolved before anything can move forward 

is a gated issue.  Resolving it, opens the gate. 

Understanding how your key customers interface with data allows you 

to grasp issues and their classifications.  It helps move you from being 

part of the issue to being part of the solution. 

Data Model before Development Begins. 
Stop the Chicken-Egg Debate 
Everyone in this arena knows that once you let them pass through the 

gate marked “data” there is no way to get them back.  Stated another 

way, once bad data construction is in production there is no way it will 

ever be corrected.  Out of sight, out of mind.  Fixing it is stopped by, 

“what is it hurting to leave it this way?” 

The game cannot be won in the first inning, first quarter or first half 

but it sure can be lost.  Rigid thinking is bad for any role in software 

development except perhaps the security role. 

Key 
Stakeholders 

1. DBA 

2. Developer 

3. Analyst 

4. Product Owner 

Stop the 
Chicken-Egg 
Debate        
Change positions so 
that your part of the 
solution and not the 
problem. 

Embrace 
Incremental 
Continuous 
Data Modelling    
There has never 
been a perfect data 
model though many 
have tried.   

Good Model 
Bad Data         
No such thing; Like 
free education   
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ORM (Object Relational Mapping) should be part of every agile software development project.  

When used it allows development to begin with zero data and with zero databases.  DDL as input 

into the data model can be generated at any time from the functional code. 

Continuous Software Development and Continuous Software Integration requires ORM to be 

Agile and to allow data components to also be Agile. 

A complete and reliable Data Factory for any project as a consistent starting point is easy using 

ORM.  A simple jar file included in the code base and you have every required object defined. 

Embrace Incremental Continuous Data Modelling 
Agile development requires an agile data model.  Each iteration will scope only what is to be 

delivered.  Because no one knows the end result, it is impossible to build an end-result data 

model.  Within the scope of continuous change, consider new standards and policies around 

data that are more agile than current standards.  If everything you’re planning to build, might 

change, would you build it differently? 

Changes in the model can scope to changes in physical data.  Before the product reaches 

production status data changes might be less involved but this can change significantly once in 

production. 

Good Model Bad Data 
Forgetting the primary goal can lead to good looking models that are worthless.  Models define 

the cultural rules which allow data to function properly and reach its full potential.  Data is like 

children in this regard; no rules leads to chaos.  Give the database rules to manage data in the 

form of constraints.  Hold data types to their most restrictive form.  Get to know the 

programming language data types that correspond to the database data types. 

Relational isn’t going away 
Data management has to include other data sources outside of relational databases.  But like 

Y2K, companies that stop thinking will waste millions of dollars.  Relational databases are going 

to change and evolve but they are not going to ever go away and the reason is based on the 

importance of relationships between people, places or things.  Relational databases map 

relationships better than any other data management solution.   

Locations of data will also change but whether in-memory, on the wire or stationary on disk the 

data will need to keep not only its value but also its relationships based on the value not just on 

its static definition.  This will allow dynamic value based relationships to evolve creating a 

complete paradigm shift in how we see data. 
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In the next few years’ relational databases integrated with AI will evolve to managing and 

referencing all forms of data including dark, usage, derived, pattern and analytical.  Data will 

beget data and it will become its own organism evolving to maturity. 

Relational database solutions will become PaaS all-inclusive development environments and 

some day will be able to dynamically generate code and deploy.   

Cross Over; Some 
Move away from the comfort of knowing to the realm of perhaps the complete unknown.  Code 

a SQL statement against a data model.  Develop a Java program to access a LOB column defined 

in the model.  Take the DDL generated by the model and execute it.  Reverse engineer a 

database and see how close to the current data model it really is. 

Within the work of governing data is a deliverable called a physical data model that will be given 

to someone to use and someone else to implement.  It is of great benefit to know what users of 

the model have to do in order for it to work and how difficult it is to maintain quality through 

incremental changes. 

Developing a OFA Solution 
OFA (Optimal Flexible Architecture) has been around for years.  The goal of OFA is to build 

architectures that consume change without causing product disruption. 

Changes can be classified as scheduled and unscheduled.  A hardware failure event is 

unscheduled while a product deployment event is scheduled.  OFA will achieve minimal service 

disruption in both cases.   

For unscheduled events the key is to properly identify every single point of failure and to assign 

impact and possibility values to each.  Add impact and possibility sort descending and start at 

the top resolving each. 

For scheduled events you do basically the exact same thing only possibility is changed out for 

frequency.  Depending on the product this can be a much larger list.  Considerations for server 

patching and hardware replacement, network switch changes and network hardware 

replacement, common service/component outages and database maintenance all have to be 

considered along with product release deployments.   

Everyone else is Evolving; so must you 
Every 18 months or so database technology changes.  What use to be true even 5 years ago 

might not be true anymore.  Just like a 33rpm album want play well in an iPod, neither will rules 

based on old technology. 
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Policies should be reviewed regularly to see if change it needed.  From an Enterprise perspective 

results of old policies and new policies have to coexist because it is not possible to force all 

models up to current standards.  Embrace the fact that an Enterprise Data Model can never be 

perfect because it is made up of imperfect product models. 

There are many current modelling rules in our company that no longer apply and I am sure this is 

true in every company.  Rules based on when to use CHAR or VARCHAR is a simple example.   

Frightened of the Unknown; Make it known 
Designing tables to be agile causes fear in most modelers.  Let’s walk through a few examples 

but before we do this we need to be sure we do not focus on the forest and never see the trees.  

We are trying to emphasize the process not compare the options. 

TableA has PersonID, Age and Sex.  Developer needs to add Weight and Height.  This would 

require adding two more columns to the row for TableA.  This is a modelling event which adds 

time to a product delivery under some company’s current procedures and policies.  

TableA has PersonID, AttributeName and AttributeValue.  Developer needs to add Weight and 

Height as attributes.  This would require a table change to the constraint rule for AttributeName 

and AttributeValue adding to the rules to allow Weight and Height as attributes and restricting 

values for each.  But for some company’s policies constraints are not modelled so this would not 

be a modelling event. 

TableA has PersonID, Age and Sex.  Product being delivered uses JPA/Hibernate and 

noSQL(Critera Query).  With a simple policy/procedure change, developer could add Weight and 

Height as columns/attributes to the object and continue with code delivery while at the same 

time submitting a model change request to add the two columns.  Any change by the modeler 

could be added to the product delivery without changing any business logic.  It is simple, fast and 

does not increase product delivery time.  What it does require is trust. 

We have shown three different methods to deliver the same results to our business customer.  

By the way, we all have the same business customer and same basic goal of delivering value.  

Which option do you think is best?   

Can you describe a Polymorphic Object?  A Java developer can tell you what this is.  Shouldn’t a 

Solution/Data Architect know the strength and weakness of such an object/entity?  Wouldn’t it 

help you as a Data Architect to know the object types a developer might want to use and how 

they are built in a data model? 

When NULL attributes are assigned to columns in a data model, what coding impact say in Java 

does this cause?   
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When a Java developer codes for fixed and variable length strings, what impact does CHAR cause 

verses VARCHAR?  Wouldn’t it help to know how character data types map to Java Strings or 

how date/time data types map to Java variables? 

Again as the writer I am not asking readers to agree with me on conclusions but I am asking you 

to consider the process and whether it would make you a better Data Architect?   

The Generated will Never be good enough 
In the Product Development process, DDL can be generated two ways:  FROM Data Logical 

Model or ORM/Product Code.  Basically we are saying the DDL can be generated either from the 

Data View or the Product View.  Neither will generate DDL qualified for any enterprise 

deployment.      

The basic goal of any “Model” Driven Approach is the delivering an executable Physical Data 

Model(DDL) to be executed unchanged.  This has been sold, marketed, tried and discussed for 

many years and it has never worked.  Model generating tools are always several years behind 

the DBMS technology they target.  Once manual changes of any kind are implemented after 

generation the process can no longer be followed for that product model without introducing 

significant human risk.  The Data Model Driven Approach through Data Logical delivery works.  

We will leave the discussion of one Enterprise Logical Model to another day because I am getting 

tired of typing. 

ORM DDL tools like JAXB, Hibernate/DDL generator or JPA 2.1 Schema Generation are much 

worse.  They are all years behind and generate only the very basic object definition.  Huge 

amounts of changes are required to get this generated DDL to work.  More add-on tools have 

been written to try and improve the DDL generated through this process.  Tools that apply 

company standards and good DDL construction techniques are available and do work.  The only 

thing this process provides is a clear view of what the code thinks an object should contain in the 

way of attributes.  You can compare the product objects against the data model entities to see if 

they match.  But the performance, reliability, scalability and security of these objects as 

generated is far below poor.     

Got a Hammer so the world is a nail 
We can argue about where in the importance order data falls.  I’d say for most companies it is 

number one and for companies who sell or market data it is for sure in first place.  So, who in 

your company is entrusted with one of your most valuable assets? 

Today we see a strong attention given to Analysis/Action/Result flows.  At the heart of this is 

data correctness and reliability.  No action based on data can be successful unless the data is 

reliable and correct. 
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There have been a lot of data management solutions in the market place.  Some are still around 

while others are just a memory.  Some are only a few years old and developed by companies 

with little to no history of success.  Others are owned by companies with significant historical 

success.  Many are marketed as being able to do it all.   

Some folks in technology lock themselves into a single focused area or define their entire career 

to one company’s products or solutions.  Others try to master as best they can all aspects of 

product development and data management not supporting or focusing on one vendor or one 

solution.  Any good technologist should be able to look at a problem or deliverable and set a 

course of action to achieve it.  But the best technologist can also explain and show what should 

never be done. 

noSQL solutions have been around for years.  Are noSQL databases really no SQL?  How a 

product accesses data tells you nothing about the database itself.  PIG/HIVE languages for 

example are converted to SQL.  SQL is evolving significantly like in use of regular expressions and 

in support of analytics.  ORM tools convert object constructs into SQL for execution.  Many 

companies have a significant investment in SQL.  Products can use JSON/XML to communicate 

with a relational database and the data can be stored in good relational construction. 

We as humans tend to use what we know and have at our disposal.  A Solution Architect from a 

development background will use tools from that specific area like open source databases, 

document storage, files or message queues.  A Solution Architect with a DBA/Data Engineer 

background will use different tools to manage data.  Do we have to learn from failure only or can 

we learn by including others in the decision process and trusting those with more experience 

and a history of success to direct or make proper decisions? 

We must stop thinking that data is derived from product code.  While products can and do 

generate data like usage and behavior within the product, data does not need any code to be 

valuable.  Understanding this concept is very important.  Programs/Products and Code will 

change regularly and often.  People will come on and off projects.  The one constant with a 

quantitative historical record is data.  For many it is the source of truth.   

Dumbing is dumb 
Can you think of anything good coming from “dumbing down” anything?  To the contrary, 

achievement comes by setting the bar higher not lowering it and in technology this is especially 

true.  Today we see automation taking over human non-thinking activities.  We hear that some 

80% of India developers are working on AI.  As these move to the market place humans should 

reach higher not sit around and do nothing.  You want to drive me to work? Ok I will let you as 

long as you do not screw it up and during that one hour each day I will learn a new language.  No 

computer or technology on this earth can match the human brain and guess what, it never will 

because the created can never be greater than its creator. 
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Develop intelligent and sophisticated data models.  Develop intelligent and sophisticated 

products using and creating data.  If we deliver only to the lowest common denominator we will 

fail ourselves and our company and soon we will be destroyed by competition. 

In 1977 I saw a technology worker dressed in a suit and tie.  I wanted to be just like that person 

and in a short time, yep I went to work in a suit and tie.  In the 90ies I went to California to work.  

I stuck out like a sore thumb, but soon was in shorts and sandals.  I’ve never dressed in a suit and 

tie for work since.  When given a task ask yourself, “What is possible instead of expedient”.  

Expediency will kill creativity if you let it.    

Our company like most is facing huge technical challenges which will be addressed by those who 

see the possible. 

Performance Matters 
A pretty database that under performs is like getting a car detailed and when ready to drive 

home, it doesn’t start.  Much of the time product performance falls to the DBA and so it should.  

But there are things architects can do to help. 

Some review and analysis in regards to performance can only be done when SQL is known.  So 

we will restrict these considerations to areas apart from SQL or to general SQL construction.  SQL 

Analysis of all Product Releases is important and must be done to achieve good sustained 

performance. 

The following points are not listed in any specific order. 

 Pseudo keys are system generated unique values used primarily for joining.  They should 
be numeric where possible and generated through the use of sequences.  When index 
keys used in joins are over 40 characters, always replace with pseudo keys.  A table can 
have more than one unique index so use the index key derived from business columns 
for uniqueness.   

 Volumetric information can be useful when accurate.  Avoid asking questions or pushing 
developers for answers they cannot give or are unprepared to give.  When a table is 
projected to have over 10M rows some consideration should be given to using range 
partitioning.  When over 100M the table should be partitioned. 

 VARCHAR and CHAR columns can be altered in length.  However, VARCHAR changes in 
length do not require a reorganization of the data.  Consider using VARCHAR for all 
columns whose length could/might change and when large numbers of rows are 
involved.  The performance of VARCHAR is about the same as CHAR.  Sometimes it is 
important to development to know the actual length of data.  CHAR columns always 
return the fixed length regardless of the actual data length.  VARCHAR in this case would 
be better to use because the developer gets the actual data size. 

 Some consideration should be given to using data types supported by more than one 
DBMS.  For example, do not use NVARCHAR, IMAGE, TINY or VARCHAR2. 

 Compression means all rows are variable length.   
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 Column order matters but not as much.  Focus on UPDATE columns placing them at the 
end and on readability of the table.  If the table is not compressed, continue to follow 
the current column order rules. 

 Models force Insert and Delete compliance so don’t focus on this DML.  Updates and 
Selects should be where time is spent.  For ORM product solutions, executed SQL can be 
generated during testing.  This SQL should be given to the DBA for review. 

 Investigate comparison operations in regards to the model.  Focus on string compares 
between two unequal length columns.     

 When values in a column are derived from other columns in the table use the 
GENERATE ALWAYS option.  The generated column must follow the derived column in 
column order within the table.   

 When generating DDL from a model, generate constraints as ALTERS and not part of the 
table definition. 

 While it is possible for a row to span multiple pages, it is a bad idea and should not be 
done.  Row size matters when picking a tablespace page size.  Significant disk space can 
be wasted when using the wrong page size.  This also means when changes to a table 
causes the row size to change some review of the page size should be performed. 

 Stored Procedures should be used when the following cases are observed: 
(1) High level of security for a business function is desired 
(2) A multi-node app configuration needs a centralized business function 
(3) Reduce network time 
(4) Reduce chatter between app and DB 
(5) Opportunity to reduce billable CPU cost on Z. (Ajax coding in Java can also reduce 

billable CPU.)  
 Database RI is better always than Application RI.  Never have both.  Understand the 

archiving or purging strategy when defining RI cascade.  A valid model will never allow 
orphans.     

 Measures can be dynamic or static.  A dynamic measure should never be defined as a 
column in a table.  Static measures should always be defined as columns. 

 An index-only operation in scanning for data is the fastest operation a DBMS can 
perform.  Direct Read involves no scanning.  Each Index will add about 3ms per 
Insert/Delete and 5ms per Update DML.  A SELECT statement can use more than one 
index in an access plan.     

 A large table is now 1B rows or more.  A large OLTP relational database is over 100TB. 
 sqlJ or static SQL no longer outperforms jdbc or Dynamic SQL.  Considerations should be 

made during product development to eliminate the use of static SQL. 
 Literals in SELECT SQL statements can improve performance.  Prepared statements 

should only be used when there is a potential for reuse otherwise use dynamic 
statements.  If you do not know then use prepared statements.   

 Bound all units of work.  An unbounded unit of work poses significant risk to the 
database.  Any transaction that has a maximum size is bounded.  All other transactions 
are unbounded. 

 SELECT * should never be coded.  It makes the product positional instead of relational. 
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 Non-Qualified objects should be used in all product SQL.  This allows versioning support 
for multiple concurrent sprints.  Schema assignments can be managed through aliases. 

 Reduce ratio of Rows Read/Rows Returned by improving indexes through column order 
in the key or by using object tables or temporary tables.  Another option is to add more 
filters to the SQL in the WHERE clause.  Many times columns with higher cardinality are 
used when columns with lower cardinality would reduce the scanning of rows. 

 Reads also lock.  Commit or close when data access is complete whether you updated 
data or not.  Use isolation UR when possible. 

 Avoid the use of nested views.  Proper or Baseline views are fine to use and provide a 
level of abstraction allowing some changes to base tables without having any coding 
impact. 

 Join operations are natural and required for most proper data models.  DBMS perform 
joins very efficiently. 

 Clustering is important because of the nature of sets.  Rarely is there any issue when a 
unique row is being selected.  Issues can arise when sets of data are requested.  Set 
Theory is a fun topic to study and provides significant insight into the retrieval of data.  
When delivering a product focus on the read workloads that return sets.  

The next set of considerations and information is DB2 specific. 

 Encryption is now a function of DB2 with key management included. 
 DB2 optimizer uses two different algorithms for performance when building access 

paths:  CPU and IO.   
 The index manager component of DB2 is built on at most 2 IO to find the correct page 

no matter how large the table. 
 Set deferedPrepare and sendDataAsIs to true at the data source.     
 DB2 offers a large degree of security options including label, column, role, view and 

table restrictions.  Talk with DBA about any security deliverables. 
 LOBs have a place in any valid data governance strategy.  LOBs come in two forms: in-

Line or external.  LOBs are not buffered by the DBMS.  LOBs can be recoverable or not 
and can be compressed or not.  Using proper coding techniques when accessing LOBs 
can make all the difference in the world.  Using progressive streaming can significantly 
improve LOB retrieval.  In this new crazy world of JSON everything, progressive 
streaming could be the difference maker.  Set the streamBufferSize value for example 
((com.ibm.db2.jcc.DB2BaseDataSource) ds).setStreamBufferSize(10240000).   If the data 
size is greater than the value it is streamed otherwise it is materialized.  If progressive 
streaming is not possible use fullyMaterializeLobData call.  Set this value to false when 
the LOB is large. 

 Use the right statement object.  stmt.executeUpdate() for insert,update or delete 
statements and stmt.executeQuery() for select.  Use a CallableStatement when calling a 
stored procedure and make sure you use the braces correctly. 

 ResultSets contain selected rows from an executeQuery() event.  Processing these sets 
can be static or dynamic.  Static is basically fetching the rows in the set one row at a 
time moving one position each time top to bottom.  It is possible to move through the 
set of rows dynamically.  Setting the properties TYPE_SCROLL_SENSITIVE and 
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CONCUR_READ_ONLY will allow dynamic movement in the set using for example 
rs.absolute(25) which will move to the 25th row or rs.relative(3) which will move 3 rows 
ahead from the current location.   

 DB2 can execute both OLTP and Analytics workloads efficiently in the same database by 
using Shadow Tables. 

 Data can be stored case insensitive.  For example, LAST_NAME could be converted on 
input to upper case forcing all stored values to be upper.  This makes searching based on 
LAST_NAME easy.  But it might make the UI less appealing because the LAST_NAME 
would appear upper case unless changed by the code to be mixed case.  A better option 
is to allow upper and lower case on input but when searching use, a Functional Index 
defined as UPPER(LAST_NAME). 

 DBMS engine is more algebraic which means it performs better on numbers than on 
strings. 

 A Postgres/GL or Oracle generated schema can run in DB2 unchanged. 
 DB2 supports JSON and provides a much higher concurrent performance level than most 

other document stores while also providing ACID compliance.  
 Some tables should be placed in private tablespaces.  Shared tablespaces can be used 

for static size tables or for small tables.  Large tables should be private.  Never place 
Columnar and Row organized tables in the same tablespace.  Separate indexes, LOBs 
and data into separate tablespaces.   

 Use Storage Groups to manage tablespaces including overhead settings.  Set NO FILE 
SYSTEM CACHING on all tablespaces.  Use 4K extents for columnar tables.  Always set 
PREFETCH to AUTOMATIC. 

 DB2 is available in the Cloud.  First fix/function deployments will be in the cloud. 
 DB2 is the Netezza Appliance DB. 
 DB2 Cluster is PureScale.  An n-Way active solution with linear scalability. 

 

 


